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The UNESCO World Heritage Center and Inrap
sign a contract of cooperation
Inrap and the UNESCO World Heritage Center have just signed an agreement
("letter of intention") to combine their efforts for the conservation and development
of sites and monuments on the World Heritage of Humanity List (1972 Convention
for the protection of natural and cultural sites, ratified by 186 States).
Inrap will contribute its special competence and its means to programs of
preventive archaeology initiated in already listed sites or those under study, and to
the protection of archaeological heritage in the running and the development of
World Heritage sites and of heritage in danger.
In order to favor the development of preventive archaeology in the world, most
frequently in answer to requests from national authorities, Inrap intervenes above
all on heritage sites particularly rich in archaeological remains, among which figure
sites of the World Heritage Program:
- In Ethiopia, to draw up the archaeological and topographical map of the
monolithic churches of Lalibela, an important Christian pilgrimage centre
since the 13th century;
- In Algeria, at the foot of the Kasbah of Algiers, Place des Martyrs, in an
operation before the building of a metro station. This collaboration
between the Algerian authorities, Unesco and Inrap continues a program of
public awareness of preventive archaeology in the North Africa
inaugurated by an international colloquium in Algiers in November 2004
and followed by another at Nouakchott in 2007;
- In Cambodia, with the help of the Cambodian authority for the running of
the Angkor Wat site (Apsara), and the carrying out of preventive
excavations at the airport of Siem Reap in collaboration with the Vinci
group;
- In Libya with technical expertise to evaluate the development of the road
infrastructure of major Antique sites (Cyrenaica, Sabratha, Leptis Magna).

Inrap
With more than 2 000 collaborators and researchers Inrap is the largest French
archaeological organization and one of the foremost in Europe. A public research
establishment, it carries out most of the archaeological evaluations and excavations
in France, in partnership with private and public developers: i.e. more than 2,000
sites a year in mainland France and in the overseas departments.
Its missions include the scientific exploitation of results and the diffusion of
archaeological knowledge to the public at large.
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